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KCM READS
The official student newsletter of KCM

The nature of this newsletter will be monthly, allowing readers to keep updates on the new and exciting
developments and scenes within Kathmandu College of Management, while also giving students a stage to
illustrate their talent. Our newsletter is not only a platform for writers to showcase their talents. It allows
thinkers, designers, researchers and planners to showcase their skills for the entire college to see and appreciate.
The diverse contents in this newsletter aim to mainly strengthen ties within the readers and also allows them to
expand their reach within the community.
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Dashain Dhamaka
WRITTEN BY RISHAV DUTTA

As it is well informed that KCM is known for one the best business colleges we have in our country, it is also popular for
organizing different types of extra-curricular activities like ICMC, futsal, basketball championship and many more. Similarly,
Dashain Dhamaka is one of them which is organized by the KCMites every year on the last day of the college before Dashain
vacation. All the students from each first, second and third year actively participates in this event. This year Dashain Dhamaka
was organized on 4th October in and around the basketball court. The program started around 9:00 a.m. till 1:00 pm. This
event is mainly organized every year in order to involve each kcmites to know each other and celebrate the Dashain festival
together in the KCM. It is also taken as one of KCM’s tradition to organize this event. Like every year, this year’s dashain
dhamaka was a day to remember. The crowd was really unexpected as many of the students showed up their support by taking
part in the event whereas some of them were enjoying by helping each other and having fun. There were a lot of stalls this year
of different categories starting from book stall of Chiya notebooks kept by publication club. From local made mo:mo’s to
Korean food items, from spicy chicken stalls to the variety of juice products and Also from tea/coffee stalls to the games such
as playing cards, Dart board etc. to increase the student’s participation in the event, there were some interesting games like
karaoke.
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A World Without Me
BY PRASHANT DANGOL
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The wise time spending
WRITTEN BY BISHAKHA CHAUDHARY
Let’s agree to the fact that not even 50% of us use our time wisely. We are so much into our mobile phones, friends and get
together that we hardly invest time in ourselves. I will not say that I use my time wisely either but looking back at how I used to
watch series all day, binge eat and spend my time doing nothing in my high school days and the long vacation followed by the +2
boards I actually thought that I will spend the rest of my life the same way. But just 2 months before joining KCM I took this life
changing decision of joining the gym and it somehow became the most important part of my life. I was free and I barely had
anything to do the whole day so I used to spend most of my time in the gym and swimming which started to bother me because I
knew once college starts I will not be able to do any of these because colleges are meant to be hectic. Gym had become like a
second home to me in such short span of time. I was scared of how will I be able to manage time for college, gym, assignments and
presentations along with having a social life. I really thought that at some point I will have to give up on gym. But the fun fact, it’s
been almost 2 years since I joined KCM and I was and I still am able to put together all of my daily routine so wisely and
consistently.
KCM taught me how to use my time wisely because as mentioned above, from doing literally nothing the whole day to going to the
college early in the morning and having long classes thrice a week and then going to the gym after college-spending good 2-3
hours there every day, completing assignments, preparing for presentations and helping with my family business too at the same
time. Just thinking about how I occupy myself from doing something or the other the whole day and how productive my day was
puts me to a peaceful night sleep reminding me the same hustle for the next day.

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
the fore ideas one might
easily dismiss as
unrealistic.
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Mad Ads
WRITTEN BY AARASHI GHIMIRE

Mad ads is an event held by the publication club which is as exciting as the name itself. Like every year this year too it
was held on November 25th 2019 and was completed with the participation of 4 groups. The winners were the first years who won
the position by defeating the 2 years champion of the competition. Their weapon of choice was “Kala hit” it's benefit was
demonstrated in an amazingly humorous manner. It received the undivided attention of the audience and surely impressed our
judges for the day who were Mr. Aman Lal Shrestha and Miss. Smriti Pradhananga.
The other participants also showed their creative skills in advertising the product as well. The club believes that conducting events
like these provides a break from the well-known academic pressure of the course and also provokes creative thinking in the
students.
The event was well organized and formatted yet could not pull as much participants due to the parents meeting held for the first
years. The organizing team also received complaints regarding the hype about the event which was taken into deep consideration
by the president and worked upon in the next event.

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
the fore ideas one might
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unrealistic.
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Whisper Challenge
WRITTEN BY SAISHA DIXIT

Computer Operation Session
WRITTEN BY MOHIT MAHARJAN

The Whisper Challenge, a popular Publication Club event

On 15th November 2019, IT club conducted an computer

initiated from last year, took place on 25th November this

operation session facilitated by our own IT sir Mr. Sumeet

year. The main idea of the game is guess what your partner is

Joshi. In this session students learnt what is inside

whispering to you within 3 minutes while wearing

CPU(central processing unit) such as motherboard, RAM,

headphones with loud music playing. There were a lot of

processor etc.

participants this year, with 34 rounds in total. In fact the

They were shown those parts physically and how they were

game was so popular that people were playing more than one

placed through manual opening of the CPU box.

round.

In the end, there was an interesting Q&A session

The game was won by Riti Subba and Prisma Shrestha in 8

summarizing the overall learnings.Overall, it was a great

seconds. They managed to barely scrape by as the first

learning experience for students.

runner ups completed the game in 8.5 seconds. Overall the
event was a huge success this year and will be back better
than ever next year.
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5ASide Football Tournament NO Shave NOVEMBER
WRITTEN BY SHUBHANK BHATTRAI

WRITTEN BY MUSJAN SHAKYA

The 5A Side football tournament was organized by KCM

"No Shave November" is an event organized by the Social

SportsClub. There were 7 teams in total 1 from each class.

Welfare Club. Held annually for the month of November, this

There was fierce competition between all the teams. The two

event aims to aware the entire KCM student body about

teams that reached the finals were 1st year section B and 3rd

men’s health and to encourage the male students to donate

year finance. The 2 week long 5-A Side Tournament ended on

the amount they usually would have spent on each shave.The

24th September 2019 with the Final game. The first years won

event has so far been carried out successfully with more than

the final match with a margin 1-0.Hence the final outcomes

willing participants.The criteria for ‘No Shave November’

for the tournament were as follows-Winner - 1st Year

were very simple. The participants were asked for an entry

Section BRunner Up - 3rd Year FinanceBest Player - Shreyan

fee of NRs. 100, and to send their photos to the members of

ShresthaTop Scorer - Malla Sawlum

the Social Welfare Club. The photos were then uploaded to
the KCM Council Feed group with the help of the Student
Council, and the photo that garnered the most number of
likes from the college students would be declared the
winner.Out of the 10 participants, the winner this year is
AdnanAhmed Shah, the photo gaining more than 70 likes.
Vinay Jain was a close second, his photograph generating
more than 60 likes.
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